Appendix – 1.3

INDIAN CERTIFICATE OF SECONDARY EDUCATION EXAMINATION, YEAR 2021

LIST OF PRESCRIBED TEXTBOOKS

CLASS X

INDIAN LANGUAGES

NOTE: THERE IS NO CHANGE IN THE SYLLABUS FOR THE FOLLOWING LANGUAGES

1. DZONGKHA (26):

(Only two of the following books are to be offered)

(i) Gyalse Laglen – Prose (Reader VIII)
(ii) Legshed Langdor Shenjed Proverbs
(iii) Biography of Ashi Nangse

2. LEPCHA (20):

Recommended for background work:
A Lepcha Grammar and Composition for Classes IX and X.
(Only two of the following books are to be offered)

(i) Chhukpryom Pundor: Treasure of Prose, a Lepcha textbook for Classes IX and X.
(ii) Chhukdong Pundor: Treasure of Poems, a Lepcha textbook for Classes IX and X.
(iii) Sung Norzot: Treasure of Stories, a Lepcha Rapid Reader for Classes IX and X.

3. MANIPURI (18):

(Only two of the following books are to be offered)

(i) Lamjing Lairik (Meetei Mayek Primer Classes IX & X).
(ii) Manipuri Sahitya Nachom (Meetei Mayek or Roman Script Classes IX & X)
(iii) Manipuri Tengbang Sahitya (Meetei Mayek or Roman Script Classes IX & X)
(iv) Anouba Manipuri Grammar (Meetei Mayek or Roman Script Classes IX & X)
(All the above books are published by the Board of Secondary Education, Manipur)

4. MIZO (17):

Recommended for background work.

Mizo Grammar & Composition Part II by F. Lianhmingthanga and Lalthiангhimla (Hauhlira Press, Saron Veng, Aizawl).

The following two books will be studied as per prescribed lessons:

(i) For Class IX –
1. Mizo – 9 by MBSE (revised)
2. Irrawady Luikamah by James Dokhuma (Rapid Reader)

(ii) For Class X -
1. Mizo – 9 by MBSE (revised)
2. Khawnglung Run by R. Lalrewna (Rapid Reader)

5. TANGKHUL (47)

(Only two of the following books are to be offered)


6. TENYIDIE (41):

(Only two of the following books are to be offered)

(i) Neteya
(ii) Noudo Dze: by Dino and Viswedel
(iii) Uca –53: by Shurhozelie
MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
NOTE: THERE IS NO CHANGE IN THE SYLLABUS FOR
THE FOLLOWING LANGUAGES

1. FRENCH (27)
   Teaching and study resource books:
   (i)  *Ado* - published by CLE International
   (ii) *Bravo* - Published by Hatier Didier
   (iii) *Entre Jeunes* - published by CBSE

2. GERMAN (28)
   Teaching and study resource books:
   (i)  *For Class IX Planet 1* (Textbook and Workbook)
   (ii) *For Class X Planet 2* (Textbook and Workbook)
   Published by Langers in India under license from Hueber Verlag

3. SPANISH (36)
   Teaching and study resource books:
   (i)  *Espanol Sin Fronteras Bk 2*
   (ii) *Workbook Nuevo Ven Bk 2*
   (iii) *Pasaporte Bk 2*
   For recommended books visit:
   www.goyalsaab.com;
   email: goyal@vsnl.com